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4

Start up 1 Work with a partner. What do you know about these famous partnerships? What did they 
do or create together? Why do you think their partnerships are/were successful? Check your 
ideas on page 96.

Reading 2 Read about two succesful partnerships. Which set(s) of partners:

1  didn’t like each other when they � rst met?
2  have collaborated successfully despite their personal differences?
3  became friends because they shared a minority interest?
4  often argue and sometimes don’t speak to each other?
5  

Vocabulary 3 Complete the sentences about relationships with the highlighted expressions in the 
texts in 2.

1  When I saw him speak, I realised that I shared his passion for the latest technology.
2  Money is the cause of  in many relationships.
3  Charles always spent a long time speaking with his tutor about art and photography. They 

……………….. .
4  I didn’t ……………….. her at � rst, but now we’re really good friends. We ……………….. over 

our interest in sports.
5  They had a big argument last month and they’re no longer on ……………….. .
6  When Paul worked in marketing, he shared an of� ce with another colleague. They each felt the 

other chatted on the phone too much, which really ……………….. .
7  We began ……………….. with this production company last year.
8  My brother and I are completely different, we always argue and ……………….. .
9 Our venture was a success because my partner and I ……………….. of how we wanted to 

develop the product.

Grammar 4 Complete the rules with the correct tense. Underline three examples of each tense 
in the texts in 2.

  Past tenses: past simple, past continuous, past perfect   

We use the 1 for individual � nished events in the past and 
the 2 or more long-term ‘background’ events. 

They met when they were studying at university.
He noticed Mick was carrying a record under his arm.  

Use the 3 for an event that happened earlier than another
event in the past.    

They had fallen in love with computers at an early age.   

                                                                                                        ›››GRAMMAR REFERENCE PAGE 108

5 Work with a partner. Read about some other succesful partnerships. Student A, look 
at page 96. Student B, look at page 101. Complete your text using the correct tenses.

Speaking 6 Use the prompts to make questions about your partner’s  famous partnership in 5. 
Think about how you would answer these questions in relation to the people in 
your text.

1  who / they?
2  what / do?
3  why / famous?
4  where / meet?
5  � rst impressions / when / � rst meet?
6  what / have in common?
7  why / get on well?
8  what tensions / in the relationship?

7 Interview each other about the famous partnerships. Finally, look at your partner’s 
text to � nd out any additional information. Are the verb tenses correct?

8 Use these prompts to tell your partner about people in your life. Say two or three 
sentences in each case. 

1  I met  when I was … We bonded because …
2  I didn’t/don’t get on very well with  because … and so …
3  At one time,  was getting on my nerves because … so I …
4  Recently / A while ago, I collaborated with  …
5  I /  had never fallen out with anyone in my/his/her life until …

describing relationships
past tense reviewPartners

People1

data mining  – using software 
to analyse large amounts of 
information 

?

Venus and 
Serena Williams

Rudolf Nureyev 
and Margot Fonteyn

Domenico Dolce 
and Stefano Gabbana

Asterix 
and Obelix

Lennon 
and McCartney

Sergey Brin and Larry Page first met in 1995 when 
they were both studying for a PhD in Maths at Stanford 
University. They seemed to have a lot in common: both had 
university professors for parents and had fallen in love with 
computers at an early age, but they didn’t get on with each 
other to start with. When Brin had the job of showing Page 
round the university campus, the two quarrelled the entire 
time and got on each other’s nerves. Neither was pleased 
when they discovered they were working on the same 
research project. However, they quickly bonded over their 
enthusiasm for data mining. They found they shared a vision 
of a future where information is freely available to everyone. 
They began collaborating on a project related to this which 
they called ‘Google’. In 1998, they dropped out of university 
to set up Google as a company. 

Mick Jagger and Keith Richards met for the first met time 
on the platform of Dartford railway station in 1961. They 
struck up a conversation when Keith noticed the rare (for 
the time) Muddy Waters records Mick was carrying under 
his arm. He had never met anyone who shared his passion 
for blues music before and the two soon found they 
had a lot in common. They set up a group together called 
The Rolling Stones, which 50 years later, is one of the 
most successful in the world. However, although they work 
well together as artists, the tensions of life on the road 
and personal differences mean they often fall out. They are 
sometimes barely on speaking terms for long periods of 
time, even on stage. In his 2010 biography Life, Richards 
wrote that he hadn’t visited Mick’s dressing room for over 
20 years.
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Vocabulary 3 Complete the sentences about relationships with the highlighted expressions in the 
texts in 2.

1  When I saw him speak, I realised that I shared his passion for the latest technology.
2  Money is the cause of  in many relationships.
3  Charles always spent a long time speaking with his tutor about art and photography. They 

……………….. .
4  I didn’t ……………….. her at first, but now we’re really good friends. We ……………….. over 

our interest in sports.
5  They had a big argument last month and they’re no longer on ……………….. .
6  When Paul worked in marketing, he shared an office with another colleague. They each felt the 

other chatted on the phone too much, which really ……………….. .
7  We began ……………….. with this production company last year.
8  My brother and I are completely different, we always argue and ……………….. .
9 Our venture was a success because my partner and I ……………….. of how we wanted to 

develop the product.

Grammar 4 Complete the rules with the correct tense. Underline three examples of each tense  
in the texts in 2.

  Past tenses: past simple, past continuous, past perfect   

We use the 1 for individual finished events in the past and  
the 2 or more long-term ‘background’ events. 

They met when they were studying at university. 
He noticed Mick was carrying a record under his arm.  

Use the 3 for an event that happened earlier than another 
event in the past.    

They had fallen in love with computers at an early age.   

                                                                                                        ›››gRammaR RefeRenCe page 108

5 Work with a partner. Read about some other succesful partnerships. Student a, look 
at page 96. Student B, look at page 101. Complete your text using the correct tenses.

Speaking 6 Use the prompts to make questions about your partner’s  famous partnership in 5. 
Think about how you would answer these questions in relation to the people in  
your text.

1  who / they?
2  what / do?
3  why / famous?
4  where / meet?
5  first impressions / when / first meet?
6  what / have in common?
7  why / get on well?
8  what tensions / in the relationship?

7 Interview each other about the famous partnerships. finally, look at your partner’s 
text to find out any additional information. are the verb tenses correct?

8 Use these prompts to tell your partner about people in your life. Say two or three 
sentences in each case. 

1  I met  when I was … We bonded because …
2  I didn’t/don’t get on very well with  because … and so …
3  At one time,  was getting on my nerves because … so I …
4  Recently / A while ago, I collaborated with  …
5  I /  had never fallen out with anyone in my/his/her life until …

describing relationships
past tense review

1Partners

5

More  
practice  

More  
practice  
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6

Listening 5 Look at the pictures of four candidates for a sales job. Discuss with a partner what 
impression they make on you. Try to use the adjectives from 3.

6  1.1 Listen to the beginning of each candidate’s interview. answer the questions.  
Did your first impressions change when you heard them speak? Who do you think will get 
the job? Why?

1  What experience does Charlie have?
2  How long has Brigitta been in London?
3  What hasn’t Didier done for the last year or so? 
4  What has Sheryl just come back from doing? 
5  What did Sheryl do when she was in Ibiza?

Grammar 7 match the answers to 6 with the uses of the present perfect and past simple.

  Present perfect     

Use the present perfect when an action is linked to the present in some way: it is still true or 
relevant now.     

•  To talk about the recent past (e.g. with recently or just ): 1 . 
•  To talk about general experiences in life up to now (e.g. with ever/never ): 2 . 
•  To talk about the duration of actions that began in the past and are still happening now  
 (e.g. with since and for ):  and  3 .    

nB for completed actions in the past if you know then they occurred, use the past simple: 4 . 

                                                                                                                                    ›››gRammaR RefeRenCe page 109

Speaking 8 Use the prompts to make questions in the present perfect and past simple. Then interview 
your partner.

1  how long / you / be / present job/course?        when / start?
2  tell me about someone / always / want / meet
3  you / ever / wear / the wrong clothes for something?       you / be / too smart / too scruffy?
4  tell me about someone / make good or bad impression / on you / recently        why?
5  how long / have / favourite pair of shoes?        where / when / buy them?         

what impression / you think / they make on people?

First impressions describing people      present perfect    

Start up 1 What do you notice most about people when you first meet them? What makes  
a good/bad impression on you? exchange ideas with a partner.

Reading 2 Read the article and answer the questions.

1  Does the author mention any of the things you discussed in 1?
2  What is the main point the author makes about:
 a  smiling? c  the way women dress? e  posture?
 b  shoes? d  make-up?

Vocabulary 3 match the highlighted words in the text in 2 with these definitions.

1  untidy or messy  
2  good at doing things  ,   
3  too self-important  
4  too competitive and assertive  
5  the opposite of honest  

4 Decide if the adjectives in 3 are positive or negative qualities.

Five surprising ways to  
   make a good first impression

It only takes a few seconds to make a first 
impression, so it pays to check out some of 
the more surprising ways in which people judge 
you to ensure you come out on top. First of all, 
check your smile. Although a warm and confident 
smile always has a positive effect, recent studies 
have shown that people with straight teeth are 
perceived to be happier, more intelligent and more 
trustworthy than those with crooked teeth. So, 
if your teeth aren’t the best, consider replacing 
the smile with a general friendly expression and 
cultivate a warm handshake instead.
  Choose your shoes carefully, too, since 
your footwear reveals more about you than 
you’d imagine. Research shows that people can 
accurately guess a stranger’s age and income 
simply by looking at what they’ve got on their feet. 
Certain personality traits are also associated with 
different shoes: elegant, expensive shoes are 
associated with being a conscientious person 

who is likely to work hard, but square, masculine-
looking shoes are associated with being arrogant 
and too sure of oneself. Ankle boots, strangely, 
are associated with being aggressive.
 Everyone knows that it’s important to be well-
dressed: looking smart is always better than 
looking scruffy, but researchers at Harvard 
have discovered that women wearing skirts are 
considered more capable and professional than 
those in trousers. Similarly, women wearing a 
little make-up are believed to be more competent 
and generally more likeable than women without 
any; too much make-up, on the other hand, makes 
women appear unreliable and dishonest.
 It’s your posture, however, that apparently 
makes the strongest impression. The essential 
thing is to take up as much space as possible. If 
you stand tall and open up the body, this not only 
makes you look more powerful, but also helps you 
to think and act more confidently.

More  
practice  

6  people can trust you 
7  the opposite of shy/nervous 
8  careful and hardworking 
9  people can’t depend on you 
 10  the opposite of weak 
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7

First impressions

Listening 5 Look at the pictures of four candidates for a sales job. Discuss with a partner what 
impression they make on you. Try to use the adjectives from 3.

6  1.1 Listen to the beginning of each candidate’s interview. answer the questions.  
Did your first impressions change when you heard them speak? Who do you think will get 
the job? Why?

1  What experience does Charlie have?
2  How long has Brigitta been in London?
3  What hasn’t Didier done for the last year or so? 
4  What has Sheryl just come back from doing? 
5  What did Sheryl do when she was in Ibiza?

Grammar 7 match the answers to 6 with the uses of the present perfect and past simple.

  Present perfect     

Use the present perfect when an action is linked to the present in some way: it is still true or 
relevant now.     

•  To talk about the recent past (e.g. with recently or just ): 1 . 
•  To talk about general experiences in life up to now (e.g. with ever/never ): 2 . 
•  To talk about the duration of actions that began in the past and are still happening now  
 (e.g. with since and for ):  and  3 .    

nB for completed actions in the past if you know then they occurred, use the past simple: 4 . 

                                                                                                                                    ›››gRammaR RefeRenCe page 109

Speaking 8 Use the prompts to make questions in the present perfect and past simple. Then interview 
your partner.

1  how long / you / be / present job/course?        when / start?
2  tell me about someone / always / want / meet
3  you / ever / wear / the wrong clothes for something?       you / be / too smart / too scruffy?
4  tell me about someone / make good or bad impression / on you / recently        why?
5  how long / have / favourite pair of shoes?        where / when / buy them?         

what impression / you think / they make on people?

7

1describing people      present perfect    

Charlie Brigitta Didier Sheryl

More  
practice  
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8

Start up 1 Look at the pictures. With a partner, think of an ‘opening gambit’ (a way of starting a 
conversation) for each situation. What would be good subjects to talk about?

Listening 2  1.2 Listen to five short conversations. Where are the speakers? match them with  
situations a–e in 1.

3 Listen again. Complete the phrase the speaker uses a) as an opening gambit, to start the 
conversation and b) to keep it going. Use three words in each case.

1  a  So what  of that last speaker?
 b  Speaking of which,  a coffee? Can I get you one?

2  a  Excuse me.  if they said anything about arrival times  
 in the last announcement?

 b  Madrid at all?

3  a  these dumplings, Kasia?
 b  So, is this  to Seoul?

4  a  How  , Rafael? I heard you guys got in really late last night.
 b  What was  in Buenos Aires when you left?

5  a  So, do you  , Sergio?
 b  What kind of music  ?

Fluency 4  1.3 english is a ‘stress-timed’ language. This means that in spoken english, we stress 
the main syllable of the most important words in a sentence and say the other words more 
quickly. Listen and underline the stressed words in each sentence. Then listen again and 
repeat.

1  Do you fancy a drink?  4  We were delayed for three hours in New York.
2  Black with two sugars, please. 5  So, do you come here often?
3  Could you pass me the water, please?

Speaking 5 Work with a partner. Take turns to start the conversation in situations 1–4 with an appropriate 
opening gambit from 3. Continue the conversation with four or five exchanges. Use the 
topics in the box for ideas.

food/drink      recent news      sport      the event      the weather      travel      work        

1  having dinner in a restaurant in New York
2  sitting in a meeting room early in the morning at a breakfast meeting
3  afternoon coffee break at a conference in London
4  waiting for flight announcements at Dubai airport

starting and maintaining conversations      introducing yourself by email

Reading 6 Read an email from Sergio pinto in Italy introducing himself to alexei Burov in moscow.

1  What opening gambit does he use to introduce himself?
2  What is Sergei’s job?
3  What does he want from Alexei Burov, and why?

4  What does he suggest the next step in their relationship should be?

7 Based on Sergio’s email, complete the information for how to introduce yourself in a business 
email. Use the words in the box and choose Do or Don’t at the beginning of each phrase.

attachment      contacting      faithfully      first names      position      purpose      save

Do/Don’t  use  1 in your initial contact email. It is better to begin ‘Dear Mr/Mr/Ms’, etc.

Do/Don’t  write the  2 of the email in the subject line.

Do/Don’t  explain the reason you are writing the email in the first few lines. Use phrases  
 such as ‘I am 3 you regarding …’ or ‘I am writing in response to …’.

Do/Don’t  give lots of detail in the body of the email. Keep it short and to the point and send   
 extra information as an 4.

Do/Don’t introduce yourself based upon your 5 in the company, e.g. ‘I’m the  
 Sales Director at …’.

Do/Don’t  sign off with your first name. Give your full name and job title. Use ‘Yours sincerely’  
 if you know the name of the person you are writing to or ‘Yours 6’ if  
 you  don’t.

Do/Don’t  forget to 7 a copy of any business emails you send.

Writing 8 You’re looking to move on from your present job and a friend has given you the contact 
details of a headhunter (recruitment agent) in your industry called alannah price  
(alannah.price@headhunters.com).  Your friend met alannah at a conference in Hong Kong 
last month. Write an email to introduce yourself.

1  Explain that you want to move on and are looking for new opportunities. You understand that Alannah 
might be able to put you in touch with people who have openings available.

2  Attach your CV with details of your qualifications and experience.  
3  Say you would be happy to meet her for an initial interview or discussion at her convenience. Mention 

you will be in London next month.

Making contact 

a
d

b

c

e
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Making contact 1starting and maintaining conversations      introducing yourself by email

Reading 6 Read an email from Sergio pinto in Italy introducing himself to alexei Burov in moscow.

1  What opening gambit does he use to introduce himself?
2  What is Sergei’s job?
3  What does he want from Alexei Burov, and why?

4  What does he suggest the next step in their relationship should be?

7 Based on Sergio’s email, complete the information for how to introduce yourself in a business 
email. Use the words in the box and choose Do or Don’t at the beginning of each phrase.

attachment      contacting      faithfully      first names      position      purpose      save

Do/Don’t  use  1 in your initial contact email. It is better to begin ‘Dear Mr/Mr/Ms’, etc.

Do/Don’t  write the  2 of the email in the subject line.

Do/Don’t  explain the reason you are writing the email in the first few lines. Use phrases  
 such as ‘I am 3 you regarding …’ or ‘I am writing in response to …’.

Do/Don’t  give lots of detail in the body of the email. Keep it short and to the point and send   
 extra information as an 4.

Do/Don’t introduce yourself based upon your 5 in the company, e.g. ‘I’m the  
 Sales Director at …’.

Do/Don’t  sign off with your first name. Give your full name and job title. Use ‘Yours sincerely’  
 if you know the name of the person you are writing to or ‘Yours 6’ if  
 you  don’t.

Do/Don’t  forget to 7 a copy of any business emails you send.

Writing 8 You’re looking to move on from your present job and a friend has given you the contact 
details of a headhunter (recruitment agent) in your industry called alannah price  
(alannah.price@headhunters.com).  Your friend met alannah at a conference in Hong Kong 
last month. Write an email to introduce yourself.

1  Explain that you want to move on and are looking for new opportunities. You understand that Alannah 
might be able to put you in touch with people who have openings available.

2  Attach your CV with details of your qualifications and experience.  
3  Say you would be happy to meet her for an initial interview or discussion at her convenience. Mention 

you will be in London next month.

To: alexei.burov@moscowsecuritysolutions.com
From: s.pinto@sentinel.co.it
bcc: s.pinto@sentinel.co.it
Subject: Training
Dear Mr Burov
I was given your contact details by my colleague Zorica Hacek, who you may remember meeting 
at the Security Conference in Berlin in November.
My name is Sergio Pinter and I am the Managing Director of Sentinel, a private security firm in 
Milan specialising in computer forensics. (See below for a link to our website.) I am contacting you 
because, having recently secured a number of new contracts, we urgently need to train our staff in 
social network analysis. I understand that this is a particular specialism of yours, so I wondered if I 
could interest you in putting together a training package for us.
Could you let me know if this would be of interest to you, at least in principle? If so, we could 
perhaps organise a meeting to discuss further details. I will be in Moscow at the end of next week, 
if that would be a convenient time to meet up.
Best regards
Sergio Pinto
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1 Read about the arbour prize for adult fiction. answer the questions.

1  Why did Arbour House consider stopping the prize?
2  Who are the new sponsors of the prize?
3  How many judges are there on the panel?

2 Work with a partner. Read about these authors. Student a, look at page 97. Student B, look at 
page 102. Use the prompts to ask and answer questions about the authors.

1 What kind of books / write?  3  How long / be / Arbour House author?
2  How many books / write? 4  Write anything / recently?

3 Discuss with your partner how suitable you think each author would be as a judge. for each 
person, list reasons for and against inviting them to be on the panel.

Name For Against

Jo-Jo Heinz  

Billy Jansen  

Selina Edgely  

Amrit Singh  

Delia Lane  

Fabyan Jackson 

4  1.4  You’re at the London Book festival with some of your colleagues. Listen to two 
conversations about what has happened so far.  Tick (✔) the authors whose names are 
mentioned.

Jo-Jo Heinz  Billy Jansen  Selina Edgely  

Amrit Singh  Delia Lane  Fabyan Jackson  

5 Listen again and make notes to help  
you answer the questions.

1 Based on what you have heard, are  
there any authors who you think should  
not be judges? Which ones? Why?

2  Who’s Liz-Anne de Grey? How is she  
similar to Sir James?

3  Make a new list of candidates to be  
judges. Is there anyone you want to add?  
Aim for a shortlist of four authors.

6 It’s time to approach the authors on  
your shortlist. Work with a partner.  
Take turns to have conversations with  
the authors. Try to find out if they would  
like to be a judge, but don’t be too direct. 

1 Look at the role cards below. Strike up a conversation using the place/situation where you meet  
as an opening gambit.

2  Ask if the author has noticed any new talented writers. Mention the Arbour House Prize and say  
you are looking for special people to join the judges’ panel.

3  Promise to get in touch with him/her when you return to the office and move on. (Use expressions 
like: Well, it’s been nice talking to you … Is that the time already? I’m afraid I should be going.)

7 With your partner, decide which two authors you will invite to be judges for the next  
arbour House prize. 

1 Take into account the conversations you have just had and your notes from 3. There isn’t an ideal 
solution so it’s up to you to weigh up the advantages and disadvantages of those who are available. 

2  Compose a short formal email to each author following up your conversation at the book fair  
and invite them to join the interview panel.

 

Scenario: The right judges

Jo-Jo Heinz Billy Jansen Selina Edgely Amrit Singh Delia Lane Fabyan Jackson

  
The Arbour House Prize is an important literary prize 
awarded every two years. The prize generates a lot of 
publicity and revenue for Arbour House, the sponsoring 
publishers, but recently the company has been 
finding it difficult to finance it. Fortunately, a wealthy 
pharmaceuticals company, Garner Pharmaceuticals, has 
agreed to become the main sponsor. However, this is on 
the condition that Sir James Garner, the owner of the 
company, is on the panel of judges. He is a powerful 
man and has very clear opinions about what he likes and 
doesn’t like. Arbour House need to find two more judges 
to complete the panel. They should be authors who will 
get on with Sir James, but who are also strong enough to 
stand up to him and disagree with him when necessary.
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4  1.4  You’re at the London Book festival with some of your colleagues. Listen to two 
conversations about what has happened so far.  Tick (✔) the authors whose names are 
mentioned.

Jo-Jo Heinz  Billy Jansen  Selina Edgely  

Amrit Singh  Delia Lane  Fabyan Jackson  

5 Listen again and make notes to help  
you answer the questions.

1 Based on what you have heard, are  
there any authors who you think should  
not be judges? Which ones? Why?

2  Who’s Liz-Anne de Grey? How is she  
similar to Sir James?

3  Make a new list of candidates to be  
judges. Is there anyone you want to add?  
Aim for a shortlist of four authors.

6 It’s time to approach the authors on  
your shortlist. Work with a partner.  
Take turns to have conversations with  
the authors. Try to find out if they would  
like to be a judge, but don’t be too direct. 

1 Look at the role cards below. Strike up a conversation using the place/situation where you meet  
as an opening gambit.

2  Ask if the author has noticed any new talented writers. Mention the Arbour House Prize and say  
you are looking for special people to join the judges’ panel.

3  Promise to get in touch with him/her when you return to the office and move on. (Use expressions 
like: Well, it’s been nice talking to you … Is that the time already? I’m afraid I should be going.)

7 With your partner, decide which two authors you will invite to be judges for the next  
arbour House prize. 

1 Take into account the conversations you have just had and your notes from 3. There isn’t an ideal 
solution so it’s up to you to weigh up the advantages and disadvantages of those who are available. 

2  Compose a short formal email to each author following up your conversation at the book fair  
and invite them to join the interview panel.

 

The right judges 1

Student A

  

Student B

1  Strike up a conversation with Amrit Singh 
while you are both admiring the flower 
arrangements. You have met him once  

before – at a cricket match two years ago.
now strike up a conversation with Liz-Anne 

de Grey while you are both waiting to collect 
your coats from the cloakroom. You’ve 

never met her before, but have just read  
her latest novel The Grey Queen.

2  now look at page 97 and use the  
information to take the part of the two 

authors when Student B tries to talk to them.

1  Look at page 102 and use the information 
to take the part of the two authors when 

Student A tries to talk to them.

2  now, find the authors you need to talk 
to. Strike up a conversation with Jo-Jo Heinz 
while you are both trying to order coffee in 

the very crowded bar. You have met her once 
before at a party last Christmas. 

now strike up a conversation with delia 
Lane after you have both been listening to 

an acceptance speech for a prize.
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